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September 8th's Convocation
marked the ceremonial inauguration of the senior class of 2006.
The event included inspirational words from Dr. Cormier
and senior class president Craig
Smith. It was topped off by the
seniors traditional donning of
their graduation caps which had
been gaudily decorated by underclassmen.
The ceremony foreshadowed
the culmination of the senior's
college experience. It was generally saturated by the senior's
expressions of relief and anticipation. Honorary speaker N.H.
"Cookie" Scott reminded the
crowd that the journey of life is
forged by the individual not the
crowd.
Scott who is currently the
Deputy
Director
of
the
Department of Corrections

graduated from Longwood in casted stormy times even prior to
1972 with a Bachelor of Arts attending her first class.
degree in Sociology. When she
Despite the many trying and
graduated
from
Longwood she did so as
the
first
African
American student to do
so.
The summer of 1968
was wrought with racial
tensions in Farmville
with Prince Edward
County schools already
having been closed for
the previous four and a
Seniors enjoying ceremony
half years due to the
Picture courtesy of pubhc relations Jeporimem
area's
resistance
to
desegregation.
cruel times Scott faced she proScott's college experience was claimed that, "These are not the
marred by injustices such as when events that defined my experia local restaurant refused to serve ence at Dmgwood."
her mother lunch, as well as her
Instead she chose to rememban from a local area church that ber her experience as one that
valued the color of her skin more provided her with a lifetime of
than the breadth of her soul.
knowledge and lasting friendShe said felt lonely and isolated ships. She said, "Education is
even though she had already fore- invaluable, but so are the

encounters you have and friendships you make."
Upon reflection, Scott offered
many of her most treasured life
lessons to the graduating class of
06'. She emphasized the importance that independence, critical
thinking, resiliency and understanding have in personal growth.
Underscoring this notion she
stated, "you must strive for success but don't be afraid to fail...
Don't allow yourself not to try
because you might fail because
effort overrides failure."
"Know your craft and everything you can about it. Be loyal to
your organization, but don't be
'yes' people," she added.
While most of Scott's speech
served'as an inspiration to the
senior class there was one bit of
advice that the newly crowned
seniors had already embraced:
"Make sure to have some fun."
That shouldn't be an issue.
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Oplielia Threatens N.C. Coast
Dan Englander
U-Wire

statement Sunday.
"I urge citizens to take
necessary precautions to
With Hurricane Katrina still keep their families safe. Stay
fresh on the minds of local tuned to local weather foreand state politicians, officials casts and heed the advice of
are taking every precaution to local emergency officials."
prepare the state for the
Ophelia is* expected to
newest storm:
Hurricane continue its northbound
Ophelia.
path Monday toward North
Gov. Mike Easley declared a Carolina's coast.
state of emergency Saturday in
Tropical
storm-force
preparation for the Category 1 winds will be felt on the
storm. Easley has also activat- coast as early as Tuesday
ed the State Emergency morning and continue well
Operations Center and the into Wednesday.
North
Carolina
National
"This storm is moving
Guard in advance of the hurri- slowly, which means that we
cane.
will feel its effects for a
"I have activated emergency longer time," Easley said.
responders and officials at all "We can expect high winds
levels of government to do all and rainfall for 24 hours or
we can to keep people out of more."
harm's way from Hurricane
Forecasters have predicted
Ophelia," Easley said in a that the storm could cause

flooding into the Albemarle anil
Pamlico sounds.
People who live in low-King
areas are being encouraged to
move
to
higher
ground,
forecasters are also warning that
(iphelia may spawn tornados.
A mandatory evacuation of
non-residents has already been
ordered for Ocracoke Island in
the Outer Banks.
Because the Duke Marine Lab
in coastal Beaufort, N.C, is
located close to the. projected
path of the hurricane, officials
are making plains to keep students living there out of harm's
way.
"If the storm does go on its
currently predicted pathway, we
may have to close the Marine
Lab sometime on Tuesday,"
Michael Orbach, director of the
marine lab, wrote in an e-mail to
Beaufort students Sundav.

"If this happens, the closure
would likely be for only a day
or two. In this event, provision
will be made for our undergraduate students to have
transportation to, and housing
in Durham on the Duke campus, with meal cards, etc."
Over the weekend, reports
came out saying Ophelia was
headed for the Triangle, but the
National Weather Service's
National Hurricane Center is
now predicting only a 10 to 19
percent chance that the center
of the storm will come within
75 miles of the area.
Ophelia is the seventh hurricane in this year's Atlantic hurricane season.
The season starts June 1 and
ends Nov. 30, with peak activity usually occurring toward the
end of August through midSeptember.
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Words From Tke Editor: Sexual Deviance Raises tke Risk of Tragedy
Janet Jones
Editor-in-Chief

^

While many people have been
sending supplies and housing
those victims of the hurricane,
someone has solved the mystery
of why Hurricane Katrina struck
Louisiana and Mississippi.
Pat Robertson announced on
the 700 Club that this national
disaster was the result of Ellen
Degeneres being chosen to host
this years Emmy's. According to
Robertson, "By choosing an
avowed lesbian for this national
event, these Hollywood elites
have clearly invited God's
wrath...Is it any surprise that the
Almighty chose to strike at Miss
Degeneres' hometown?"
To prevent future problems,
Pat Robertson and the Christian
Broadcasting Network have compiled a list of 283 people who
should be banned from all award
shows, due to their sexual

deviance.
Robertson believes that,
"God already allows one awards
show to promote the homosexual agenda.
But clearly He wiH not tolerate such sinful behavior to
spread beyond the Tonys."
While Robertson has found
someone to blame for this disaster, George W. Bush is still looking.
.He recendy told a reporter,
"Look, there will be plenty of
time to play the blame game...
That's what you're trying to da
You're.trying to say somebody is
at fault. And, look, I want to
know. I want to know exacdy
what went on and how it went
on, and we'll continually assess
inside my administration."
I guess it would be hard for
him to assess this since it took
over two weeks for the Bush
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administration to make its way
down to Louisiana.
Even then they stayed far from
the epicenter of the tragedy.
This comes as no surprise from
a president who has taken over a
year in vacation days since he has
been in office.
It was also decided that the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency will be suspending its airlift
rescues while they reassess if there
really is a need to remove the
remaining victims from the flooded city.
Since so many of the citizens
that have been relocated lost their
homes and are too poor to rebuild
them, the number of democrats in

Louisiana is going to drop
immensely.
The state was already on its way
to becoming primarily Republican,
but after this it is almost assured.
Since most of the' Louisiana residents are being relocated to Texas
it would be assumed that Texas
would have an increase in democrats.
These Democrats, however, are
probably not going to have an
impact on any vote.
They are being spread so thin
through Houston that their votes
will be diluted in future races.
Bush also sharply rejected the
notion that the lack of support
with this incident has anything to

do with the suggestion that there
is not enough military to cover all
of America's needs.
Bush told the press, "It is preposterous to claim that the
engagement in Iraq meant there
weren't enough troops."
Robertson also believes that
the entire involvement with Iraq
may also be linked to Ellen
Degeneres' sexual deviance.
He pointed out that the last
time Ellen was to host the
Emmy's, the bombings on
September 11th took place mere
days before the award show.

see EDITOR p.7

Letter to tke Editor
Dear Editor,
While we sit at our computers on
IM or go to classes and club meetings, others are sitting on the sides
of roads trying to get to dry land.
Millions of people were tragically affected by Hurricane Katrina
and I'm not sure how much we
understand what has happened
down there.
It is so easy to get caught up in
school life that we do not have the
time to pick up a paper or watch
the news to see what is going on in
another part of the country.
What were once metropolitan
areas or rural towns have turned
into regions that bear a striking
resemblance to Third World
nations.
Vandalism is multiplying at a
highly increased rate and there is
not yet nearly enough security to
keep it to a minimum.
The images we have seen are
shocking and, without a doubt,
they make us all feel bad- but what
arewe going to do about that?
When 9/11 happened, we were
all up in arms.
We were filling the churches to
pray for those affected, we were
running to medical centers to
donate blood, we were basically
doing anything we could to help.
I lived in northern Virginia, and
we took so the bombing of the
Pentagon personally .
However, our country is once
again faced with a tragedy of the
same magnitude as 9/11.
I don't mean to downplay 9/11,
but what was it about 9/11 that

brought us all to action?
Was it the fear of our nation
being attacked by other people?
Was it the compassion we felt
for the families of those who had
been murdered.
Whatever the reason, clearly
Katrina has not had the same
effect on our nation or our campus.
Hurricane Katrina destroyed
buildings and Hurricane Katrina
killed people, possibly 1000's of
people.
Even more, Hurricane Katrina
has destroyed houses, buildings,
and coundess other things that
will take a long time to rebuild.
We need to realize that it is part
of our duty to look out for other
Americans even when the culprit
is a hurricane and not a terrorist.
We were willing to give way
beyond our comfort zones for
9/11,-so why should the same not
apply here?
We need to be on our kntes
praying and on our feet doing
whatever we can do to help.
That might mean giving money
from our small bank accounts or
even going down to the Gulf
Coast to volunteer.
It does not mean saying we are
sorry, but then going on with our
everyday life.
Many of us probably will take
more action complaining about
the inflated gas prices than we will
helping those who were affected
by the hurricane, which inflated
those prices even more.
I don't know what many of
those in Longwood have planned

to do to help those affected by
Katrina, but all I have seen is a
Red Cross link on our home page
and a cardboard box for donations in the D'Hall.
We must do much more than
that.
Our school community could
raise upwards of 100,000 dollars
and donate hours upon hours of
rime.
We need to realize that our fellow Americans are in great need
and just looking at the pictures
and feeling bad is not enough.

- Cole Floyd

Dear Editor,
Everyone
celebrate!
Longwood has finally used some
logic: they put cigarette ash cans
in more than two places on campus so people will stop throwing
them on the ground.
Being a smoker myself, I have
only one thing to say: well, DUH!
Since about four or so years ago,
Longwood has been distributing
propaganda telling students
about the apparently outrageous
amount of money it spends each
year to clean up the cigarette
butts which smokers leave discarded all over campus.
This is apparendy so much of
a problem, they made Brock
Commons a non-smoking area to
prevent these mountains of

see LETTER p.3
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ActiMiit ideaiUr rotunda&longwood.ed^.
Ricky Jennings

many students within the small,
confining space of the town of
Farmville?
I, as a senior, at Longwood,
find myself having to park in
Stanley Park parking lot, even
though 1 am a residential student
living on campus in Cox.
I have talked to the Chief of
Campus Police, Charles Lowe,
and he has assured me that the
parking services and the
University has done everything
that they could possibly do to
accommodate everyone.
This meant that some stu-

simply ignored by the buses as they
just drive right pass me.
The issue arises every year, when
This is not fair!
the on campus students arrive
I mean doesn't the university with their cars at Longwood
excuse me - the student, pay to
University. "Where do I park?"
have the right to use the FAB as
they ask.
much as is needed?
This semester is no different.
But when you are out there at
The University this year has to
the bus stop waiting for it to come,
follow strict new guidelines for
the bus just drives right past you
funding the parking services.
like you are invisible.
The Virginia State Legislature
The university needs to have a
passed new legislation in 2004
private shuttle service that carries
prohibiting the use of any state
its students to different area of the
aid in the operational cost of
campus, if needed by the student.
parking services at public instituI don't care how cost prohibitive
tions like Longwood
it may be. It is a service that
University.
is desperately needed for this
totywd Mkt rV|»ii»»«»t
201 Hijfc Street. l-arantUc, VA 21W»
This is why the parking
school and others like it that
cost here has doubled over
seem to be landlocked by
m
w"
**K
fc*!*>
the summer.
their surrounding town or
Last year's parking was
city.
IJw
—r£r
$125.00 for the academic
I don't think students at
year or $62.50 each semesthis university can rely on the
Pukiun ViabuMt
ter. This year, however,
public bureaucracies that
the cost is $250.00 an aca1 i IKQ'Ue 4k MJHMbl MHlK*"] biW« (W A '»<htftil»g Mtf ShttfefW
have been instituted by the
■Vrw— 08k, H^a - 1-VI j« H..V''*.!*
demic year or $125.00 each
publicly run transportation
2) ul—lllf. M Appall him -uhm 1 •"xkrnq, diy» U ■!■>> .«<•dbn. Afpub mrau » mutable u Cuapu* IUU fcdug Svmu>
semester.
organization, the FAB,
»j I. IVW Hit •<<kwnwd diul IMC MB
This is not the biggest
because these services are
9 2. MnW K J vu. tw
(oa Knts; ytfiu* cuib; lutufaui: JUMV; Ufcukui^ IMUU •<*-<»*||
crunch to anyone's budget
always inadequate in provid3 VtakagiahiiUii 'it. fa, Hyd.ni,. Jl««
especially if you compare
ing enough to actually help
3 4. Itrkuw » HikluppiU Spa. JUV00
3 V No Uul/latxoix! IX.d D-pUjt^uvJr\..J 1MB
it to other universities that
out the majority of the surD 6. Wana*
,
1
charge their students
rounding residents.
$400.00 or $500.00 a year.
The parking services
Students at University of
office has informed me that
MSHSL
Virginia pay $448.00 for
they are currently re-evaluatparking.
dents, 55, to be exact, were ing the parking layout of the camI understand that parking is a forced to park their vehicles in pus.
big issue at any institution that is the new Stanley Park parking lot.
This evaluation may result in
trying to provide parking for
I find that parking lot grossly some commuter parking spots be
thousands of people, especially inadequate for residential stu- turned back over to residential
when at a university where there dents to park their vehicles.
parking spaces.
is a constant and increasing
I am a person that likes to go
Those students who were disdemand on the parking infra- out and do things, but when I placed to the Stanley Park parking
structure, which will probably not think that I have to walk all the lot will have the opportunity to
change for a couple of years.
way over to Stanley Park and move their vehicles back over to
I know that Longwood climb that mountain of a hill campus. This may occur in approxUniversity is not a huge universi- that is the entrance to the resi- imately two weeks, but be prepared.
ty, but I feel that if the university dential community, I simply say,
If you decide to move back over
cannot seem to get the parking "Forget about it!" I will just stay- to one of the newly available parksituation to a point were it can put.
ing spaces on campus you will need
accommodate all the students
I know that some will say, to bring with you to the parking
equally when the student body is "Well why don't you just take the services office $25.00 to make up
around 4,000 students, then how FAB?"
for the difference in the campus
are they going to handle it in the
Believe me I have tried!
parking cost and the. Stanley Park
future if the school population
On three different occasions parking cost.
reaches ten or twenty thousand? have stood out at the FAB signs
It probably would not hurt to
I mean, will Longwood even waiting for the bus to come and bring your vehicle information just
be able to accommodate that pick me up and each time I am in case.
Guest Writer

f
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone
to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Eiopa;
+ Swanky new McDonald's
+ John Graham, the new Rugby Coach
+ Leashless angel pups
+ The abundance of coffee shops
+ Getting hit in the neck with a baseball
Drops:
- McDonald's food still sucks
- Science classes in Wynne
- Lack of bars in Farmville
- Unwanted view of sunrise after working all night

LETTER cont'd p.2
cigarette butts from littering up
our beautiful new campus and
made the penalty for smoking in it
punishable by a strike Despite
their best efforts to prevent this
atrocity, cigs continued to pile up
along the sidewalks and at the
doors of buildings.
But why?
Why are there still cigarette
butts on the ground if all these
preventarive measures have been
put in place?
Finally they figured out what
everybody who smoked on campus for the past four years or with
an iota of common sense have
said all along Because there's
never been anywhere convenient
to throw your cigarette even when
you could smoke oncampus.
I completely understand why
they outlawed a right that everybody on the campus, except the
few 17 year old freshmen I see
scurrying around, has.
Smoking cigarettes is a dirty,
smelly, unsanitary, and unhealthy
practice. There aren't many people
outside of the tobacco industry
who will deny this, but in the usual
Longwood fashion, this problem
was tackled bass-awkward.
They complained about having
to pick up the cigarette butts, but
never even thought to put something there that would be a decent
container for them.
There were concrete ashtrays
near some of the doors, but what
if you finish your smoke half-way
to class?
Apparemly it took them four
years and how-many-thousands of
dollars to figure out what any

smoker on campus could have
told them in two minutes for free:
if there are places to throw the
butts that aren't out of the way,
we probably will throw them in
there out of guilt, civic duty, or
whatever other reason.
Parking hasn't been handled
much better.
Hey, everybody! I've got a great
idea: let's fight tooth-and-nail to
avoid letting students live offcampus but let in more and more
people every year.
Then we charge them an evergrowing fee for parking, and start
cutting parking spaces. All y'all
who live in Sunchase, Longwood
Village, and Stanley Park, good
luck finding somewhere to park!
It's your own fault for wanting
to live in housing that actually
meets building codes from an era
later than the Seventies, where no
one can kick you out of school
for smoking a cigarette on your
couch after a stressful day.
God help us if the dorms are
actually renovated. I don't quite
understand the logic of the
administration here. It never
occurred to anybody that maybe,
just MAYBE, if they had added
more parking before they started
any construction, the problems
with parking we've seen the past
few years might not have happehed?
Maybe, instead of picking up
cigarette butts, if they'd spent that
$50, 000 dollars a year on buying
up a little more land around here
there would be plenty of parking
for faculty and students alike.
- Dan Steele

News
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Nature Conquers Science
Through Mold Infestation
Janet Jones
Edilor-in-CbieJ
Shortly before the fall 2005
school year commenced, the science faculty was informed by
Longwood's administration that
they must evacuate Stevens due
to an infestation of mold.
The faculty had to relocate
their belongings to the old offices
in Wynn; an academic building
that is no longer being used.
The faculty also had to hold
their classes in the Wynn building
until the mold was removed from
Stevens.
Dr. Ferguson, a professor of
natural sciences, said that the
clean up was much better than
those that have occurred in the
past.
Since Ferguson has been
teaching at Longwood, this is the
fourth time mold has been found
in Stevens.
He contracted Lyme disease a
several years ago from a deer tick,
causing him to have a side effect
of multiple chemical sensitivity.
The last time mold was found
and removed with chemicals the
side effects caused Ferguson to
feel ill. This time, however, the
chemical cleaning did not affect
him.
Ferguson said, "In the past the
department chair, Dr. Buckalew,

referred to me as the science
department's canary, like the
ones miners took into coal mines
with them.
Whenever there was something suspect in the building, 1
was the first to be affected and a
warning to the others."
The mold was found growing
on the walls and ceilings, turning
them green and black.
These problems began years
ago after renovation when a new
cooling unit was put on the roof
of McCorklc.
All of the incidents regarding
mold being found seem to be
resulting from a mixture of the
air conditioning and the humidityThe insulation around some
pipes has been replaced three
times because of similar problems.
After the first week of classes
the mold was completely cleaned
up, and the faculty was able to
move back into their offices and
hold classes in Stevens.
Ferguson feels that the problem has been resolved for the
time being.
Even though the fault)' air
conditioner is still in use, the science department, is scheduled to
move into their new building in
December.

The path
of Katrina Zf~
Brooke Savage
Staff Writer
On August 29, Hurricane
Katrina, a Category 5 hurricane,
made landfall in the Gulf Coast
causing catastrophic devastation.
Katrina wrought havoc in
Louisiana and Mississippi, and
impacted Alabama and Florida to
a lesser degree.
The storm produced gusts of
wind that reached speeds of 160
mph, creating 47-foot waves in
the Mississippi River.
The storm left large portions
of New Orleans and other cities
submerged. Floodwaters in some
areas reached depths of over 22
feet. The national disaster left
thousands of people without
food, clean water, shelter, electricit)' and other daily necessities.
However, the true devastation
lies not in the loss of material
possessions, but rather in the loss
of human lives. There are already
over 500 people reported dead
and recovery efforts are still
underway. Louisiana's death toll
continues to rise; as of Monday
afternoon, 279 people had been
reported dead. In Mississippi, the
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Crisis in tlie
Gull Coast
death toll currendy sits at 211.
Even more people arc listed as
missing in both states.
The storm affected people in
a variety of ways. In New
Orleans alone, 1,600 children
have been reported missing.
Families were torn apart as they
moved from shelter to shelter.
These shelters often lacked
the supplies and volunteers
needed to provide adequate aid,
resulting in manv victims, media
members and concerned citizens
voicing their disappointment in
the government's response to the
natural disaster.
The Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA)
shouldered much of the blame.
The agency's director, Mike
Brown, resigned Monday after
enduring a wave of criticism.
Replacing Brown is firefighter R.
David Paulison.
The Red Cross leads the effort
in victim relief and is being
backed by an outpouring of
monetary donations from private
and corporate entities, as well as
volunteer labor.
There are also local efforts to
aid those affected by the storm.

D>ngwood University has opened
its doors for up to 25 students
displaced by the storm, offering
them free tuition, fees and meals
during the fall
semester.
Longwood has also offered free
online courses to students unable
to attend school due to the hurricane.
"We think it's important that
these students have a way to continue learning during this tragic
time," said Sue McCullough,
I-ongwood's Dean of Graduate
Studies.
"Many colleges in the Gulf
Coast region have closed and will
not re-open for some time. This
will give students an online
option to continue their education."
Those who may be able to
benefit from this plan are encouraged to contact Longwood's
admissions office at 1-800-2814677.
To find other ways to reach out
to the victims of the storm contact the American Red Cross.
They provide local addresses and
phone numbers on their web site
at http://www.redcross.orp/.

Dusk Shoulders Blame for Slow Federal Response
Jeff Jeffrey
U-Wirt
President George W. Bush
accepted full responsibility
Tuesday for the widely criticized
federal response during the days
following Hurricane Katrina.
In a press conference at the
White House held with Iraqi
President Jilal Talabani, Bush
said, "To the extent that the federal government didn't fully do its
job right, I take responsibility."
The press conference was supposed to be a joint status report
from Bush and Talabani on the
state of Iraq, but attention quickly turned toward Katrina and the
federal government's ability to
ward off another disaster. Bush's
announcement came one dav

after Michael Brown resigned
from his post as director of the
Federal Emergency Management
Agencyand was replaced by new
acting Director R. David
Paulison. Paulison told reporters
after the press conference that he
was ready to move ahead with
FEMA's rescue efforts.
"We're going to get those people out of shelters, and we're
going to move and get them the
help they need," Paulison said.
Bush said he wants to know
what went wrong and what went
right in the federal government's
response.
"Katrina exposed serious
problems in our response capability at all levels of the government," Bush said. Bush was

responding to a reporter who
asked whether Americans should
be "concerned if their government isn't prepared to respond to
another disaster or even a terrorist attack."
The federal response has been
called incompetent and slow by
both the media and many public
officials. State Rep. Cedric
Richmond told The Daily
Reveille in an e-mail that Bush
"should take the opportunity to
make New Orleans an example of
how to build a model city." While
he said Bush's, announcement was
important, the Democrat said,
"His actions from here on out
will determine how he is portrayed in history?"
U.S. Sen. David Vitter called

the federal relief effort a failure
days after Katrina devastated the
Gulf Coast. The Republican has
continued to blast what he called
"bureaucratic incompetence."
In a speech on the Senate floor
Tuesday, Vitter said again, "In that
initial relief effort, FEMA failed
us miserably."
But Vitter's criticism did not
only include the federal effort, he
faulted the state government's
effort, as well.
"The State of Louisiana's hurricane preparation and emergency
bureaucracy in Baton Rouge failed
us miserably, too," Vitter said.
Vitter also said he feels there
are "heads that must roll" and that
he thinks the government needs to
look at which institutions failed to

provide the necessary aid to the
people
in Louisiana and
Mississippi, the two states hit
hardest by Katrina. U.S. Sen. Mary
Landrieu said in a press release
that she thinks Bush's acceptance
of responsibility will help the devastated people of the Gulf Coast
to "move forward."
"The president's comments
today will do more to move our
country forward from this tragedy
than anything that has been said
by any leader in the past two
weeks," the Democrat said.
"Accountability at every level is
critical, and leadership begins at
the top."
"Let us now get to work
rebuilding this great city and metropolitan area," Landrieu said.
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For tkeWeek of September 16-22
Friday the 16th

Saturday the 17th

Greek Walk
5:00 p.m
Wheeler Lawn

Men's Soccer
3:00 p.m
Appalachian State

Outdoor Movie:
Batman Begins
9:00 p.m.
Lankford Mall

Constitution Day
Trivia Night
9:00 p.m.
Student Union

P.E. Bean Co.
Coffee House & Take Away

Monday the 19th Tuesday tte 20th W ednesday
the 21st
Abortion Forum
7-9 p.m
Lancer Cafe

I
u

Hispanic/Latino
Awareness Program
and Celebration
7:00 p.m.
Wygal Auditorium

Commuter Cookout
11 a.m-1 p.m
Behind Student Union
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(424) 392-3545
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Why English Majors and Comp Sci Majors Don't Hang Out.

Share your space, but live on your own.

All lurnishings pictured are from Wal-Mart

Get everything tor your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.

Storage

WAL-MART
ALWAYS LOW PRICES

$#
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tion in 1914 as a gift from the
ladies of the senior class.
Dr. McCoy also discussed the
Friday, September 9th, saw the
historical significance that
opening of the Longwood
Joan of Arc has had with our
University
Faculty
Art
and other institutions; not
Exhibition at the I-ongwood
only is Joan of Arc our
Center for the Visual Arts.
matriarch, but has held
The evening began at 5:30
importance
with
many
p.m. with a reception where
women's and teacher's colrefreshments were served and
leges throughout the past.
patrons were given a chance to
McCoy went on to discuss
go through and get the first
the process of casting and its
glimpses at the talent of our
history; this is an art replicafaculty.
tion form that was once
The pieces of the exhibition
ridiculed, but is now respectshowed the variety of forms art
ed as a way to widely distribcomes in; the pieces ranged
ute artworks.
from photography, pottery and
This art exhibition will be
architecture to greater-than-lifeat the Longwood Center for
size drawings and various mixed
the Visual Arts from its open
media.
date of last friday through
The faculty whose works are
November 19th. F.ach week,
now on display include profes- For Better or For Worse"
a professor will give a lecture
by K.Johnson Bo wles on their collections and pieces
sors of art: Anna Cox, Mark
Baldridge, Martin Brief, Mara dents and other guests were ush- until the end of the exhibition.
Scrupe, Christopher Register, John ered downstairs for a lecture led
Be sure to check The Rotunda
Williams, Kerri Cushman, Randy by Dr. Claire McCoy, assistant for articles covering each individRdmundsori and Kelly Nelson.
professor of art.
ual artist and their lectures
Also as part of this exhibition,
Dr. McCoy focused her lecture throughout the coming weeks.
professor and director of the on Longwood's own plaster cast
Don't forget to stop by the
Longwood Center for the Visual of Henri Chapu's "Joan of Arc at Longwood Center for the Visual
Arts, K. Johnson Bowles created Domremy,"a piece which joined Arts and check out what those
the Main Street window display the I.ongwood University collec- who teach us, can really do.
Courtney Stewardson
A&E Editor

This summer, my friends and I went swing dancing. None of us had ever been, so we shared in the
childlike excitement of uncharted thrill seeking.
After the hour lesson, we were let loose to try
what we had learned My friends and I stayed for
three hours, until close.
Dancing to live swing music, I felt free: totally
aware of my body and oblivious of the crowd. It
was a huge dance hall, and the floor was full of
smiling faces. The energy was exhilarating; everyone just wanting to have fun, even the beginners.
The experienced dancers were helping the
novices, and enjoying it as much as their students.
If humanity could be united under such altruistic
reverence for the experience of life to the fullest,
peace on earth would cease to be such a lofty
dream.
Kiisten Casalcnuovo

Poet Comes to Longwood.
On Monday September 12th, the
Longwood Creative Writing
Department
and
other
Longwood students welcomed
poet Patricia Waters.
Waters began at 8 p.m. with a
collection of her poems that will
be in her soon-to-be-published
book, which is still currently untided.
The memoir includes sections
of poetry such as "Daily Life,"
which includes poems about various topics such as laundry and
dishes; and a section based on
arts with poems that are interpretations of literature and paintings
as well as stories based on artifacts she has seen in her many
travels.
She read her poems about
breast-feeding and about her parents deaths and reminded us that
everything in daily life could be
poetry.
She cited 19th century poet
Walt Whitman when talking
about everyday life, saying that in
his works a sublime view of ordi-

Those Who Can, Also Teach

111 V

eefppe Men*

Courtney Stewardson
A4AL Editor
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nary things began.
Waters went on to tell about
her travels and how the road
inspires her; she talked about
her trips to Italy and how when
there, all she could write about is
her home, and when she is here
her poetry goes abroad.
The last section she read from
is the ending section of her
memoir, called "A Place and
Direction."
This was about home— the
South and southern living.
Though many of her poems had
strong southern undertones, the
poet's reading voice picked up a
little more twang as she read
about long-necked botdes and
farms.
In fact, Waters let us in on a
little of her past telling us how
every generation before her parents were farmers.
Patricia Waters is known for
her approachability and for her
willingness to help students and
up-and-comers; this was displayed by her sociability at the
reception that was held after the
reading.

entided "For Better or For
Worse."
At 6:30 p.m.. professors, stu-

Team Amenca: Derka,Derka
Kristina Johnson
Staff Writer
Team America" is a witty comedy
based movie co-produced by Trey
Parker and Matt Stone. Parker and
Stone, who also produce the popular t.v. show "South Park," have
publicly stated they despise actors.
Instead of casting actors in Team
America they use puppets and perform most of the voices themselves.
Team America enthusiastically
sets out to save the wodd, however
they acddentally blow up some
well-known international landmarks such as the Eiffel Tower, the
Louvre, the Pyramids, the Sphinx,
and many more. After invading
Paris,
the
team
leader,
Spottswoode ( voice by Darin
Norris) decides to recruit a popular

Broadway actor named Gary.
Spotteswoode tells Gary, ""You're
an actor with a double major in
theater and world languages! Hell,
you're the perfect weapon!"
Preparing Team America to
infiltrate with the terrorists,
Spottswoode plans to helicopter
Gary into Cairo and then have him
escorted by four uniformed team
members to a bar where terrorists
are "known to meet". But none of
this can be done until Gary is
given a complete makeover to
look "more like a real terrorist."
Complete with a towel wrapped
around his head, specks of black
fuzz pasted to his face, and caked
bronzer, the audience is left asking, "What is that3".
Unfortunately, Team America
manages to screw everything up,
resulting in a ridiculous debacle.

?i

In opposition of Team
America is the Film Actors Guild
or F.A.G. These puppets represent Alec Baldwin, Tim Robbins,
Matt Damon, and Sean Penn.
There is seemingly no reason for
the F.A.G.'s except another
attempt for Parker and Stone to
publicly ridicule actors.
The shining moments in the
movie are simply amplified
through the comedic music selections. Tunes included are "Pearl
Harbor Sucked and I Miss You"
and "America—Fuck Yeah!"
"Only a Woman" plays throughout an extended sex scene
between Gary and a fellow team
member I won't specify.
Some people may seek offense
to this far from religious comedy,
so keep an open mind. Team
America gets two thumbs up!

SUPPORT THE FINE ARTS
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Raising Arizona: A Modern-day Classic
Alex Store
Staff Writ™

I'm going to say this up front; I
love the Coen Brothers. I think
they are one of the few original
filmmakers
working
in
Hollywood today that can still tell
an amazing story (Don't believe
me, rent the Big Lebowski). And
with their second film. Raising
Arizona, it was just a confirmation of things to come.
Nicolas Cage plays H.l.
McDonnough, your average man
who just can't seem to stop robbing convenience stores. As he
ventures in an out of the justice
system, he meets and falls for
Officer 'Ed', played awesomely byHolly Hunter. The two join
hands in marriage and, fortunately for us, a series of events and
circumstance that could only be
hilariously executed in a Coen
Brothers film.
The story of H.I. and Ed is a

EDITOR cont'd p.2
Not only did Ellen Degeneres'
sexual deviance cause these two
atrocities, but Robertson pointed
out that the month her talk show
first aired is also the month that
the insurgents in Iraq gained a
lead on America.
All this time I believed it was
merely Iraq retaliating since
America unlawfully invaded their
country, tried to change their culture and began killing innocent
people, all in the name of fabricated weapons of mass destruction.
Since these weapons were
never found it has now been

very sweet and noble one.
Although they may not be the
most perfect on-screen couple,
their love for each other and
strength makes them great
anchors to the film.
Although I am not the
biggest fan of Nicolas Cage, he
does an excellent job as H.I.
McDonnough. He conveyed a
hilarious one-note (one-note,
like his other movies?) and
simple persona that made him
an enjoyable character to follow. But Nic.. .dude.. ..why did
you use the same voice in Con
Air (I hate that flick)?
Holly Hunter and her
adorable accent do a super job
as well. Although a bit of a
battle axe to the conflicted
H.I., she had a nice cross

shows up as the mysterious and
menacing
Leonard
Smalls.

between giddy young mother hup:/limagt.gaaMmn.co.uk/ip-

and strong, no-nonsense Cmu\-"na9a/Fllm/''l'/9allar/200"l0/l2/oxn8iP9
try girl.
Although he had a sort of a oneRandall Tex' Cobb, former dimensional cool, there are certain
boxing and martial arts champ, hints to his, past that made him into

decided that our military is still posted "the good news that the
invading and killing to ultimately battles of revenge for the Sunni
bring peace with the draft con- people of Tal Afar began yesterstitution.
day" on a military Website. The
Warnings of civil war break- Sunni Muslims have also vowed
ing out were ignored and to defeat the basic law by any
laughed off by government offi- means necessary.
cials. When the constitution was
I hope our president takes
refused it was also brushed off time away from his vacationing
as ignorance by citizens in the to see that the world is turning to
Middle East.
shambles.
Unfortunately this week
On a side note I am personalwhen the draft constitution was ly relieved to know that these
in its final form, bombings tragedies are God's intolerance
broke out killing and injuring for homosexuality, rather than a
the most people in a single day government conspiracy or lack
since the war began.
of attention from our country's
After 570 were wounded and leaders.
160 were killed the al-Quaida

Want to be heard?
Join the Rotunda Staff
Meetings are every Monday night at 9:15 in the
bottom of the Student Union
Come voice your opinions and learn about the
world of newsprinting

an entertaining, if not cartoonish,
walking and stalking badass. His
stone face and voice made him
an awesome character; unfortunately, his conversation with
Nathan Arizona is the only
example of this.
However, I cannot continue
without mentioning the great
John Goodman and William
Forsythe (Flattop in Dick Tracy)
as the bumbling Snoats Brothers.
Both of their performances were
beyond funny, with John
Goodman being the laid-back
con-man ("I luuuuve to drive"),
and William Forsythe playing the
slower, somewhat effeminate
younger brother. Seeing them
act with Nathan Jr. (just watch
the movie bucko) was cute and
absurd. Just remembering some
of those scenes has me giggling
inside.
The screenplay is top notch,
with that unique blend of circumstantial humor, unique characters,

and an uplifting story to boot.
And thankfully, all of the characters have some sort of imperfection or other dimension to them
that makes them indering to
watch.
From working with Sam
Raimi, the director of the
Spiderman movies, they were
able to take advantage of the running no-track shot Raimi used
terrifyingly in The Evil Dead.
The best example I can give of
this is during the turbo hilarious
chase sequence (You'll know
what I'm talking about).
This film has some very eccentric humor and because it's a
Coen Brothers flick, it may not
appeal to every viewer. For those
that dug the imaginative and
light-hearted humor of the Big
Lebowski, O Brother, Where Art
Thou?, or even the criminally
underrated Hudsucker Proxy, then
you are sure to get a few kicks
and giggles out of this.

Poetry Corner
Peace
Tlie isiiiorance that seeps from each human heart
simply enables the world to drift farther apart
We need to come together in units
and stop all this unnecessary mutiny
1 he state of our country is in shambles
and worst of all the state of our people is in rambles
Unleash the shackles that my forefathers set
200 years of misfortune and regret
Nothing but the epitome of neglect
The past is nothing but lies
(rooked triumphs that made other nations crs

win
Why does my country find COMFORT In Conquer
Vl\ Nation is a mockery
nothing but a load of hypocrisy
and Bullshit Bureaucracy
Huh and Don't Forget our HOLY Democracy II \
If a revolution does not take place
Individuality will be erased
This world will surely crumble
1 nless (H K people learn to be humble..

Valerie Nicole John
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Skadowed V<oices
Whitney DunUp-Fowler
Staff Writtr

African American
Reception a Success
On Wednesday, September
1st, the bottom floor of Dorril
Dining Hall was full of life. As
students piled through the
doors of the Nance Room,
returning students became reacquainted and mingled with
those they had not yet gotten to
know.
Many of the faculty and staff
who were in attendance felt a
sense of excitement as this was
the first time that the population
of black students on the campus of Longwood University
was so large.
The reception was hosted by
Lonnie Calhoun, Director of
Multicultural Affairs. Guests
were seated at large round tables
and dined on light refreshments
as speakers and representatives
from different organizations
and departments on campus
addressed the audience.
Some of the speakers included Jabari Scott, President of
B.A.S.I.C
Gospel
Choir;
Whitney Dunlap- Fowler, VicePresident of the Black Student
Association;
Audrey
Henderson,
President
of
NPHC
Sororities
and
Fraternities; Sharnita Reamon a
representative from admissions;
and Dr. Carman Phelps, the new
Advisor to BSA.
As the reception ended, Dr.
Theresa Clark left the audience
with a few words of encouragement by reiterating the need for
African American students to
keep communication lines open
between one another.

Convocation

What s coming up?

N.H. "Cookie" Scott, Deputy
Director of Administration for
the Virginia Department of
Corrections, spoke proudly to a
sea of smiling faces at this year's
convocation ceremony.
Ms. Scott holds the distinction
of being the first African
American
graduate
of
Longwood College in 1972.
At the ceremony, the guest of
honor spoke of the hard transition into college as the only black
student but only briefly, as most
of her experiences at Longwood
were positive and helped her
develop most of the skills she
needed for the workforce.
Ms. Scott also highlighted Dr.
Carolyn Craft, as one of her previous professors.

•The
Black
Student
Association would like to invite
all students to the first open
house of the year. It will be held
on Thursday, September 15th,
2005 at 4:00pm. The location
for the open house is still in the
works. If there are any questions please direct them to Ms.
Cassandra Stewart at edstewar@longwood.edu or Whitney
Dunlap- Fowler at 4265. Bring
your smiles and your friends!

NPHC
National Pan-Hellenic Council
•The ladies of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority Incorporated
held their first open house of the
year on Thursday, September 8
on the first floor of Stubbs.
•The Brothers of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity Incorporated
hosted a bowling party in the
Student Union on Thursday,
September 2nd for African
American Students. Arusha Q.
Morgan a member of the
Fraternity hopes to hold more
events on campus for black students soon. Meanwhile, keep a
look out for a possible Ms. Black
and Gold Pageant coming this
fall! '

•The ladies of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority Incorporated
will be hosting a movie night on
Saturday, September 17,2005 at
7:13 p.m. Please direct any
questions to Kujore McKinney
at krmckinn@longwood.edu.
•Keep an eye out for an open
house hosted by the ladies of
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority incorporated.
•The Minority Student
Union at Hampden Sydney will
be hosting a party on Saturday,
September 17, 2005 from 10-2
at Winston Hall $5 with ID, $7
without.

Question of tke Week
Do you believe what rapper
Kanye West had to say about
President Bush was out of line,
or did it need to be stated?
Please direct all questions
comments and concerns to
Whitney
Dunlap-Fowler,
wmdunlapfa'lonj'uood.edu.

David Ellis Jr.
Chosen as
Longwood s
First
McGowan

Sckol ar
Picture taken by Public Relation*

Kent Booty
UJ's Public dilations
Longwood University senior
David Ellis Jr. was recently selected the university's first William G.
McGowan
Scholar.
The
McGowan Scholars program,
made possible by the McGowan
Charitable Fund, provides selected colleges and universities with
scholarships to help business students. It funds one full-tuition
scholarship for an undergraduate
or graduate student at each
school, which have to be accredited by AACSB International.
"The program recognizes academic achievement and excellence, and it is designed to
encourage leadership ability, interpersonal skills, and a significant
involvement in academic; campus
and community activities," said
Dr. Melinda Fowlkes, assistant
dean of Longwood's College of
Business & Economics.
"It also recognizes excellence
of character, a spirit of innovation and entrepreneurial potential." Ellis, from Rocky Mount, is
majoring in business administration with a concentration in

I'M AH

Support your local hooker:
WM
Y%
K
Practice: 4 - 6 p.m. on Her
nay uuiim (behind the D HaU)
more info, eontaet:
Liah Williams
mwiltia@loiigwood.edu
FOP

■

finance and a minor in economics.
He is a member of Phi Kappa
Phi national honor society; Betta
Gamma Sigma, an international
honor society for business programs accredited by AACSB
International; and Alpha Lambda
Delta, a freshman honor society.
In 2004 he was awarded the
Jimmy Gayle Atkins Memorial
Scholarship, and in 2003 he
received the College of Business
& Economics Scholarship.
He was a resident assistant for
two years and worked for
Longwood dining services for one
year. In the College of Business &
Economics, Ellis serves as comanager of the Lancer Student
Investment Fund, managing an
investment portfolio of more
than S300,000 for the Longwood
Foundation.
He is actively involved in Delta
Sigma Pi, an international business fraternity, and is a member of
the Dean's Student Advisory
Board.
He is a graduate of Franklin
County High School and is the
son of David and Debra Ellis.
After graduating, he plans to pursue a career in finance.

isMA^ruo
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A Life of Studies: Be Ernest Witk Yourself
(No, we didn \ misspell it.)
History: dress like Napoleon
hatred for Robert Cohen.
I was lost. Eventually the buzz and try to invade Hull. Math:
Staff Writer
calmed and I returned to the real you'll figure something out.
Imagine if every Longwood
world where Hemingway was just
student
started to live by their
another
assignment.
I propose that every Longwood
And
just
my
luck,
right
before
classes.
student live what he or she is
No more toga parties, only
the bull fight!
studying.
Ancient Roman Bath Functions.
But I did it.
Completely immerse them1 became my education.
College life would be so much
selves in their studies and
more
rewarding. Learning would
1 figured out how to live my
devote countless hours applybe everywhere. The excitement
ing what they learn in class to studies.
No, not by drinking.
of a life of studies was too much
the reality outside. Alas, even
"The
Hemingway
Drinking
for me.
I'm growing bored with this
I. put Hemingway down (I was
Game"
is
just
one
example,
and
idea, and frankly would rather
forget about homework come isolated to the world of an tired of rereading the same paraEnglish major where so many of graph) and jumped to my feet.
Friday night.
Then it hit me.
How can I make such a our assignments were influenced
The room started to rotate
under
the
influence.
noble idea seem interesting?
1 think that every student, no slightly, and my desk lamp was
Last Friday I tried an experimatter
the major, can become a insanely bright.
ment.
I sat down on my bed and waitpart
of
what they are learning.
I decided to stay in for the
ed
for my dresser to stop taking
Physics majors:
roll a
night and read The Sun Also
Rists by Ernest Hemingway. Freshman down a hill and deter- laps around me. Maybe a life of
studies isn't as great as I thought.
How am I supposed to apply mine the friction.
Art:
create
sculptures
out
of
It can come with a few
Hemingway to reality?
D-Hall
sausages
and
tots.
headaches.
I then bought a bottle of
scotch. And so began what I
like to call "The Hemingway
Drinking Game."
Please, take a free moment while eating lunch to fill this (
out! We need vour input to know what kind of games
|
The rules (or rule) are simyou'd be interested in seeing, for consideration in future |
ple. Everytime a character in
plans. Please cut (rip, etc.) this survey out and return it |
the novel drinks, I take a sip of
to the collection box on the counter of the Post Office!
1
scotch. One sip, two sips, three
Check
the
box
that
applies
per
each
game:
sips, refill!
Yes (Would use regularly) | | ; Wo (Wouldn't use) | 1 ; Indifferent ( | ' 1
It wasn't until last Friday that
Ms. Pac Man
Beatmania IIDX
I
realized
how
much
(Anv available style)
Y| |;M l;II 1
|
Hemingway's characters drink.
Yl |;N| |;I| |
And it wasn't until four chapMcgatouch (Touchscreen Games)
ters into the game that I really
Y| |;N| |;I|' 1
,
Crackin' DJ 2
felt how out of touch with real|
Y| |;N| |;I| 1
Puvo Puvo Fever
ity these characters" are.
Y| |;'N| |;I| 1
,
Dance Dance Revolution
I was in their world. I under(Extreme)
stood them, and wanted to
Samba de Amigo
Y|
|;N| |;I| 1
hang out with them. I underYl |;N[ |;I| 1
|
stood why Lady Ashley could
Guilty Gear (XX or Isuka)
Silent Scope 2
not be with Jake. I felt the
Matt Prickett

From Left to Right: Tabor Vess, David Coleman, Kristin
English, Ryan Foster, Niki Morley, Jeremy Moran, Megan
McAbee andCandace Hughes
Piclurt taken by Megan McAbee

Megan McAbee
Staff Writer

While most Longwood students were working and
dreaming about being somewhere else during their summer school session, eight students got to do just that.
They spent a month in the
British Virgin Islands on an
archaeological expedition.
Dr. Brian Bates, Director
of the Longwood University
Archaeology Field School;
Gary Gossett, Bates' brotherin-law; Carrington Light,
Longwood College alumnus;
and eight Longwood student
crew members departed from
Dulles International Airport
on June 16, 2005 for their
journey.
Bates and the crew lodged
in Cane Garden Bay, Tortola.
They took short boat rides
daily over to the neighboringisland of Jost Van Dyke to
dig at the Cape Wright Site.
Bates first discovered the
Cape Wright Site in 1998
while conducting an archaeological survey of the entire
island of Jost Van Dyke.
Since excavation began the
site has produced artifacts
that date between 600 A.D.
and 1400 A.D.
The past inhibitors of this
site are known as the Taino
Indians. The Taino Indians
are the descendants of the
Arawak Indians and are said
to be the same Indians
Christopher
Columbus
encountered in other areas of

the region.
The Longwood student
crew that excavated the site
consisted of David Coleman,
Kristin English, Ryan Foster,
Candace Hughes, Megan
McAbee, Jeremy Moran, Niki
Morley and Tabor Vess.
The students soon realized
being archaeologists was
exciting and that spending
the summer in "paradise"
was something they all could
get used to.
This
summer
the
crewmembers worked five
days a week for a month
excavating a four-by- four
meter unit.
The crew cleared a total of
80 centimeters of dirt out of
the unit.
Along the way they
encountered many interesting artifacts.
Some of the special finds
included a few painted pottery shards, beads, lithic tool
pieces and the remains of an
occupant of the site who had
been secondarily buried.
Although the crew's main
objective for being in the
Caribbean was to dig they
also enjoyed many fun activities, such as a day sail on the
45-foot Catamaran named
"Fed The Magic."
A day was also spent at
White Bay, Jost Van Dyke
(location
of
Kenny
Chesney's "No Shirt No
Shoes" video) and then on to
the famous Foxy"s for dinner.
The idea was that "what
happens on the island stays
on the island" but these

HOWWOULDYOULIKEANARCADE? ;

crewmembers experienced
too many great things to leave
them all behind.
They brought back with
them memories that will last a
lifetime and unique friendships.
These students began as
strangers and their friendship
was strengthened by the
Caribbean heat, the afternoons spent processing artifacts, and of course on those
choppy boat rides-

Yl |;N| |;I| 1

Y|

In the Groove (DDR)

Soul Calibur II

Y| |;N| hi 1 I

Yl 1;K| lsll 1

|

Initial D
Y| |;N| |;I| 1

Taiko no Talsujm
Y| |;N| |;I| |

■
,

Marvel vs. Capcom 2
Y| |;N| 1; 11 1

|;N| |;I| 1

,

Tekkcn 5
Y| |;N| |;I| |
Time Crisis 8

Mocap Boxing
Y| |;N| |;I| 1
Monkey Ball
Y| |;N| |;I| |
Mr. Driller

Y| |;N| |;I| 1

Y| |;Nl |;I| 1

,

Ukracade (Old-school Games)
Y| |;N| 1; 11 1

,
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Coming Soon?

THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE
AND GROUPS FOR ALL
THEIR HELP WITH MOVERS & SHAKERS

Delays Hinder Sports Complex Progress
Kyle Martin
Sports Editor

Plans to finish construction of a
new athletics complex for soccer,
field hockey, and lacrosse in time
for the current seasons were put
on hold due to multiple obstacles.
"We thought we would be playing [on the new field] this fall,"
Director of Athletics Rick
Mazzuto said.
According to Galen May, the
Interim Director for Capital
Planning and Construction at
Longwood, the project was divided into four phases to ensure
swift progress. The four phases
are: the grounding of the site, the
installation of the fields, the
installation of lights, and the construction of concession stands,
restrooms, and press boxes.
Although grass for the field
had already been reserved, finding a contractor to install the field
proved to be difficult
"We put [the field installation]
out for bid in June. We didn't get
any bidders," May explained.
"We re-bid it and nobody showed
up. Sports fields are so specialized that [the contractors] do it
when they want to do it."
As a result, the reserved grass
for the project nearly slipped
from the grasp of Longwood's
control. May noted that lucrative
offers from the University of
Virginia, Virginia Tech, and the
Washington Nationals nearly
squeezed the school out of its

potential field.
Sports Construction Group, a
Cleveland, Ohio field installation
firm, has been hired to place the
artificial and grass surfaces.
According to Mazzuto, installation was scheduled to begin on
September 12.
Financial issues have also contributed to the field delay.
"When you go back into the
history of the project, there were
two projects funded by two separate sources of funds," May said.
According to May, the field hockey and lacrosse field received 3.3
million dollars in funding and the
soccer field received 2.25 million
dollars in funding.
He added, "We did not have
full state legislative approval to
spend money on the soccer field
until July 1. The fact that we
started this project before July
first is a bold step."
Although the progress is slow
and steady, the incomplete project has created several challenges
for the athletic teams.
"Field hockey took the biggest
hit," Mazzuto said. "They are
practicing on a grass field and
playing on artificial turf. They
also have 20 away games."
The team's home games will be
played at venues including James
Madison
University
in
Harrisonburg and Virginia
Commonwealth University in
Richmond. They will play Rider
University this Sunday in Virginia
Beach.

Field Hockey Head Coach
Nanq' Joel added, "There's no
denying I recruited this senior
class with the promise to play on
turf."
Senior midfielder Marina
Sizow said, "We are not going to
blame the University for not having a field for any loss. We are
too tough physically and mentally
for that."
Men's and women's soccer also
experienced setbacks due to the
unfinished construction.
"The biggest thing is, if Jon
and I had the new field, we would
practice on Lancer Field and play
on the new field, but now we play
and practice on Lancer Field,"
Women's Soccer Head Coach
Todd Dyer said. "Once the
weather starts to cool off, that
field will deteriorate quickly and
the constant use will not help it
either."
"Where it's affected our program has been the fact that our
freshmen were told when we
recruited them that they would
have a new field and that's not the
case and I'm not comfortable
with that," Dyer said.
Progress should be made,
according to May, despite construction setbacks and the inconveniences they have caused.
"We are trying to get the grass
and the fields done in October,"
May said. "The lights should go
up fairly quickly and phase four
should be done sometime during
the summer of 2006."

Rugmj Gains Guidance
Kyle Martin
Sports Editor
Known as "the rugby coach",
newly hired coach Dr. John
Graham stresses that while he did
not come here for the rugby, it is
a perk of working at this school.
A professor in the math and
computer science department,
Graham met with the campus
recreation director during his
interview and asked about the
sport at the school.

"One thing led to another and
things just fell into place",
Graham said.
Graham has plenty to offer to
the club with his 35 years of
experience. As a veteran of more
than 1,000 games played in his
career and a former referee in
Korea, Argentina, and Japan, he
has seen the game from all angles.
"When you're playing it's hard
to see the whole field", Graham
said.
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As the first coach in the program's 26-year history, Graham is
giving the club a fresh perspective
of the sport. According to
Graham, the teams have been
strong in the past, but with his
help, he wants to guide them in
becoming better players and
advance the individual skills of
each one. He wants both teams to
continue to grow and keep winning.
see RUGBY p.ll

Men's Soccer Team
Women's Lacrosse Team
William "Beau" Weaver
Curtis Wilson
Steven Frazier
David Giiespie
Justin Gioeli
Alexis Rapoport
Ashley Menendez
Cassie Warner
Emily Ripka
Kelly Gartland
Gar an Di Giovanni
Khia Ross
Chris Hobeck
Adrien Wade
ChristaMcArdle
Janya Gusewelle
ICatharine Stevens
Erin Wlash
Brandon Dye
Jordan Lowe
Geoff Largen
Marvin Simms Jr
Ashley Farnnger
Bekah Steele
Chris Hobeck
Cole Floyd
ErinJPartsch
Erin Traupney
Frances Mera
Jessica Fox
John Arnold
Patricia Sawyer
Sarah Hemmesch
Shannon O'Grady
Vanessa Fox
Wendy Guill
Tim Sullivan
Antione Vamer
Audra Long
Brady Zimmerman
Daniel Etchberger
Katie Keating
Audrey Henderson
Kathleen Ackermann
Zackary Scott

David Oakley
Emily Thomas
Jamie Hertel
Kathryn Kostura
Keith Taylor
Kevin Kline
Kristin Beasley
Lovey York
Joni Ginda
Kathy Farmer
Melanie Ross
Mcole Faison
Jennifer Clapp
Jessica Gibson
Katherine Sistek
Dan Trump
Eli2abeth O'Dell
Eric McMillian
Hannah Bom
Katherine Warner
Laura Robb
Shawn Diggs
Aaron Duignam
Dwayne Terrier
Eric Crowder
Jason Bracken
Matt Gilbert
Oliver Gadient
Ryan Rowland
Scott Miller
Shawn James
Stephen Fink
Tommy Gaudet
Cameron Newbold
Chris Foster
Donald Lamar
Gregory Hopkins
Joel Pollock
John Brown
Patrick Gorhan
Steven Davis
Chris Rawls
Scott Rodden
Rebekah Stager

Thanks to the Building Coordinators:
Elizabeth O'Dell
Hannah Born
Cole Floyd
Frances Mera
Wendy Guill
John Arnold
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VCU Tops Field Hockey 1-0
Kyle Martin
Sports Editor

The Longwood University field
hockey team suffered its second
straight loss last Sunday in
Richmond against the Rams of
Virginia
Commonwealth
University (VCU).
With 11:23 to play in the first
half, freshman forward/midfielder Nikki Lloyd blasted a penalty
stroke to the right of Longwood
sophomore
goalie
Avanell
Schmitz for the only score of the
game.
Moments before the penalty
attempt, Lloyd's shot in front of
the goal deflected off of a VCU
player and play stopped.
"Basically, [the official] indicated that the ball would have been a
certain goal," Field Hockey Head
Coach Nancy Joel said.
In penalty strokes, Schmitz
added, "The odds are against the
goalies. We can't move off the
line until they go and its just reaction."
During the first half, the
Lancers controlled the ball early,
but VCU put the pressure on
Longwood with three shots on
goal in under 7:00. Schmitz arose
to the challenge and made an
impressive kick save against junior VCU midfielder/defense
Alyssa Collis.
With 21:46 to play, Longwood
took its first penalty corner
chance in the contest and failed to

RUGBY cont'd p.10
Like all sports the game is
about having fun and going out
there for the win.
Graham is taking the team to a
whole new level by combining the
men's and women's teams for
practices. Despite setbacks
involving a practice location
everyone has been more than
accommodating to keep the club
going. With rugby being recognized as a large sport at
Longwood, about five percent of
male students play, they were
granted Her field for their new
practice spot Graham is hoping
First Avenue Field will be used

get the shot off before VCU
broke up the set play.
However, the defensive play
kept Longwood in the match as
the Lancers fended off VCU's
five first-half penalty corners.
Longwood had a chance with
no rime remaining in the period
to score on a penalty corner, but
VCU foiled a valiant effort by the
Lancers to tie the match.
At the end of the first half
VCU held an advantage in shots
with 9 and penalty corner
attempts with 5 while Longwood
managed 2 shots and two penalty
corner chances respectively.
In the second frame, VCU
started with the ball, but
Longwood attempted strike back
quickly and held VCU on their
half of the field and took a penalty corner chance with 28:15 to
play. Freshman goalie Laura
Baker stopped the Lancer attack
and VCU continued to put the
pressure against Longwood.
"They were just pulling their
sidelines," senior midfielder
Alexis Ramey said. "We were
forcing them to the sidelines so
they could not pull us back in.
We were forcing them to our
strong side."
With 5:08 to play, the Lancers
advanced down the field with
senior midfielder Marina Sizow's
pass
to
sophomore
midfielder/forward
Cristin
Newbold. Newbold charged up
the far sideline and marched

toward the middle for a shot, but
VCU's Baker left the net and
broke up the play.
Longwood's final corner
opportunity occurred with 4:30
to play, but a missed pass ended
the potential chance to tie the
game and Longwood was unable
to recover from the 1 -0 deficit.
In the win, VCU managed 16
shots and 9 penalty corners while
Longwood finished with 4 shots
and 4 penalty corners in the contest In the net, Longwood's
Schmitz recorded an impressive 7
saves, while senior keeper Becca
Leuzzi made 2 saves in the opening half. With the win VCU
improves to 1-3 and the loss
drops Longwood to 2-3 for the
2005 campaign.
Despite the loss, Joel appeared
pleased with her team's performance considering last year's 11-1
defeat.against VCU.
"We actually played a lot better
than we did in sometime," Joel
said. "It was a reminder of how
good we could be."
The Lancers will play their
next home game in Virginia
Beach on Sunday at noon.
Before then, Joel wants to
improve a couple of areas in her
team's play.
'Transition is our main issue
and clinical circle work as well,"
Joel said. If you're not going to
be in the circle that much in the
game, then you must be effective."

for the home games on 1st focused, a little direction," men's
Avenue.
member Patrick Gorham said.
Graham's eyes light up
When it comes to joinlike a kid in the candy aisle while ing the club, membership is very
contemplating his schedule. He easy.
feels confident the club can
"You can join whenever you
match up against rival squads want and you do not need any
including
Hampden-Sydney previous experience," Graham
College,
Virginia
Military said.
Institute, and the University of
Also, Graham wants to involve
Richmond.
everyone who shows up with
Beyond winning, Graham equal playing time.
wants to see these teams advance
"Everyone plays. Everyone!"
to territorial and national level Graham said.
tournaments.
For more information on the
"He expects perfection," men's Longwood Rugby Club, stop by
captain Scott Zavrel said.
Ruffncr 327 or check them out
"We're only going to get better online
at
because of this man; get a little www.lonpwood.edu/recreation.
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Abroad Fair

Haven't been abroad?
Come find out what it's all about'

You have been abroad?
Come share your experiences an
pictures with others!
•Semester programs in many countries
•Short winter intercession programs in
Greece
or France/Mali (Africa)
•Short summer programs in
France, Spain, Germany, British Virgin
Islands, China, Martinique,
Slovakia, Morocco

Did you know...?
.. .that you can get General Education
credit for many programs?
.. .that you can get credit in your major
for many programs?
.. .people who have studied abroad are
changed forever?
.. .people who study abroad make lasting
friendships in other cultures?

Thursday, September 22
6:00-8:00 pm
Lankford Ballroom
For More Info, Contact:
goetzla@iongwood.edu
395-2172
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^unchase Apartments
^01 v3unc^iasc L>ou'cvarcJ
farmville,VA W01

Ask us about:
♦Spring Semester 2006 Lease Specials
•Referral Bonuses
•Current Resident? Renewal Bonus!

www.suncnase-long;wood.com
J
AIM= 5ur,cKascE)uzz
CMC

Note: Sign yow lease with no worries! If you are denied permission 10 move off-campus by longwoodin the spring, simply
provide us withproofofthis and Sunchase willvoid your lease...no questions asked. Please ask us for more details.

